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Get switched on!
Learn about energy effective lighting and developments in ultra-low lighting solutions 

It might be the fastest, easiest way to slow that meter down and add to your bottom line 
because energy effective design is about- 

• getting more comfort
• getting more control and 
• getting more out of every kilowatt-hour

On average, 25% of an organisation’s electricity costs come from lighting. 
With energy efficient lighting you can cut these costs by up to a third while 
reducing your carbon footprint and improving the working environment for 
your staff.

Improving your lighting can mean more than just reduced energy bills. Good 
lighting is also about efficient lighting, which reduces energy consumption 
too. This includes specifying the right lamps (or light bulbs) and fittings. How 
a lighting installation is designed and installed is also important. For instance, 
is a high level of light necessary over the whole space? Often a lower level 
of ambient light with increased local levels in areas where detailed tasks are 
carried out is a more efficient solution.

Lighting technology is improving every day with new types of lamps, such as 
LED’s and compact fluorescent lamps that can be used to help cut out lighting 
operational costs while enhancing lighting quality, reducing environmental 
impacts and promoting health and work productivity.

Our top 3 recommended carbon saving lighting projects

• Use energy efficient lamps
• Install occupancy sensors
• Install daylight sensors

Lighting courses and workshops are the first step on the road to improving your knowledge and business performance as they will 
equip you with the ‘know how’ to identify opportunities to design and specify energy effective lighting solutions that will lead to-

• Increased productivity

• Reduced accidents

• Improved security and safety

• Enhanced visual environment 

The Carbon Trust’s ‘Lighting’ training event ‘Energy Effective Lighting’ 

 is on the 6 October in Glasgow. The course tutor is Kristina Allison Lighting Enterprise Consultancy. This course fills up quickly 
because it is renowned for its long-term value. To register email scottish.events@carbontrust.co.uk


